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Who won the 2014 world cup?



Is cheese healthy?



Is cheese fondue healthy?



Multiple sources should be
combined for a complex answer.

Is cheese fondue healthy?

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/299147.php

https://newsok.com/article/feed/1113913/cheese-fondue-thats-healthy-thanks-to-a-sneaky-ingredient



Complex answer retrieval can be framed 
as Wikipedia article generation.
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Complex answer retrieval can be framed 
as Wikipedia article generation.



TREC CAR 2017 train dataset (v1.5):

This is the basis of the TREC Complex 
Answer Retrieval (CAR) dataset.

Title + heading combinations

Implicit relevance for paragraphs under heading

Laura Dietz, Ben Gamari. "TREC CAR: A Data Set for Complex Answer Retrieval". Version 1.5, 2017. 

5.2M relevance judgments

2.2M queries

30M paragraphs (answers)



Observation: Some facets match
paragraphs better than others.

• Query: cheese » processing » curd

Answer 1: At this point, the cheese has set into a very moist gel. Some soft cheeses are now essentially 
complete: they are drained, salted, and packaged. For most of the rest, the curd is cut into small cubes. 
This allows water to drain from the individual pieces of curd. 

Answer 2: Some hard cheeses are then heated to temperatures in the range of 35–55 °C (95–131 °F). 
This forces more whey from the cut curd. It also changes the taste of the finished cheese, affecting both 
the bacterial culture and the milk chemistry. Cheeses that are heated to the higher temperatures are 
usually made with thermophilic starter bacteria that survive this step—either Lactobacilli or 
Streptococci. 

Answer 3: Salt has roles in cheese besides adding a salty flavor. It preserves cheese from spoiling, draws 
moisture from the curd, and firms cheese’s texture in an interaction with its proteins. Some cheeses are 
salted from the outside with dry salt or brine washes. Most cheeses have the salt mixed directly into 
the curds.

High-Utility



• Query: cheese » history

Answer 1: Cheese is an ancient food whose origins predate recorded history. There is no conclusive 
evidence indicating where cheesemaking originated, either in Europe, Central Asia or the Middle East, but 
the practice had spread within Europe prior to Roman times and, according to Pliny the Elder, had become 
a sophisticated enterprise by the time the Roman Empire came into being.

Answer 2: Earliest proposed dates for the origin of cheesemaking range from around 8000 BCE, when 
sheep were first domesticated. Since animal skins and inflated internal organs have, since ancient times, 
provided storage vessels for a range of foodstuffs, it is probable that the process of cheese making was 
discovered accidentally by storing milk in a container made from the stomach of an animal, resulting in the 
milk being turned to curd and whey by the rennet from the stomach.

Answer 3: Cheesemaking may have begun independently of this by the pressing and salting of curdled milk 
to preserve it. Observation that the effect of making cheese in an animal stomach gave more solid and 
better-textured curds may have led to the deliberate addition of rennet. Early archeological evidence of 
Egyptian cheese has been found in Egyptian tomb murals, dating to about 2000 BCE.

Observation: Some facets match
paragraphs better than others.

Low-Utility



Interaction-focused neural ranking
performs well on CAR.

BM25 0.10 0.12
Sequential dep. 0.12 0.15
Neural Interaction 0.13 0.16
(PACRR)

R-Prec MAP
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Automatic relevance judgments, TREC CAR v1.5 (2017)



Hypothesis 1:
Facet utility is a valuable signal for 
ranking answers.

Hypothesis 2:
Related entity mentions from a 
knowledge graph can address
low-utility facets.



Headings that appear frequently are 
less likely to appear in answers.

“History”
3% term occurrence

high-frequency

40% term occurrence
e.g. “Curd”
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There’s a performance gap between queries 
with high- and low-frequency headings.

Infrequent 0.482 0.503

0-20% 0.480 0.521

20-40% 0.429 0.453

40-60% 0.378 0.388

60-80% 0.420 0.412

80-100% 0.373 0.366

Heading frequency BM25 PACRR

MAP MAP

Manual relevance judgments, excluding unjudged TREC CAR v1.5 (2017)



Titles are likely to appear in answers. 
Intermediate headings are not.
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e.g. Cheese Processing (H4) Curd (H4.2)
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We can include heading frequency and 
position during combination.
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title 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
intermediate 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
main 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
heading 
frequency 
percentile

0 0 0 99th 99th 99th 99th 99th

From structured 
query

Calculated from 
training dataset



We can include heading frequency and 
position during combination.
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Including heading frequency and 
position improves performance.

PACRR 0.131 0.164

+ Context. Vectors 0.134 0.170

+ Heading Indep. 0.139 0.171
+ Both 0.146 0.176

R-Prec MAP

Automatic relevance judgments, TREC CAR v1.5 (2017)



✅ Hypothesis 1:
Facet utility is a valuable signal for 
ranking answers.

Hypothesis 2:
Related entity mentions from a 
knowledge graph can address
low-utility facets.



We can build a knowledge
graph from the CAR dataset.

Cheese

Prehistory

HISTORY

Europe Central Asia

Middle East Ancient Rome

Pliny the Elder

Curd Whey

SouringRennet

PROCESSING
…

Final graph: 
14M triples



We train knowledge graph 
embeddings on this graph.
Knowledge Graph Embeddings:

- Entity Embeddings + Relation Embeddings + Score Function

Relation data sparsity is addressed by merging low-frequency 

headings

We train Holographic Embeddings (HolE) [Nickel, et al., AAAI 2016]



Entity similarity scores can be 
included during combination.

Score between title entity and 
entity mentions in paragraph via 
top-level heading.

Limit to top-scoring k entities.



Infrequent 349 0.503 0.513 +2%

0-20% 89 0.521 0.535 +3%

20-40% 96 0.453 0.477 +5%

40-60% 81 0.388 0.416 +7%

60-80% 43 0.412 0.407 -1%

80-100% 44 0.366 0.380 +4%

Heading frequency         count PACRR            + CV + HI + KG

MAP MAP % improvement

Including KG similarity scores during 
combination further improves performance.

Manual relevance judgments, excluding unjudged TREC CAR v1.5 (2017)

3% overall improvement



• CAR question facets vary in their utility
• Facet utility is a valuable signal for ranking answers
• Related entity mentions from a knowledge graph can 

address low-utility facets
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Questions?


